OES AREP

Incident Commander
- Initial Attack Assistance
- Assistance with State Level Issues
- Linkage with Local Government
- Political Intelligence
- Local Agreement vs. CFAA Discussions
- Unified Command with LG (some know, others don’t)
- Fire Management Assistance Grant (FMAG)

Liaison
- Normal AREP Interaction
- Local fire agency issues, sensitivities
- Cooperator interaction
- Linkage to Local EOC, DOC

Finance
- Assist in administering the provisions of the CFAA, Emergency Activity Record (OES F-42), Time sheet, Non-suppression vs. Suppression, Supplemental Personnel, Comp / Claims - damage to apparatus or equipment, determination if incident related, S #, Travel or misc, Expenses approval if needed
- Reconcile ABH (CAL FIRE) and CFAA resources

Information
- Provide Mutual Aid System Information / Cooperators
- Assist with dignitary visits from California Leadership
- Media assistance as needed about the Mutual Aid System players

Operations
- Assist with resource ordering from the Mutual Aid System
- Specialized / Alternative Resource options
- Performance Issues - Engine / Overhead
- Tracking Staged / Unassigned-Assigned Resources
- When / How to order LG Resources, Closest Resource Concept

Planning
- Resources Unit - Ordering guidance and assistance, Mutual Aid System, OES vs. LG, Contingency / Immediate need, Specialized LG and State resources; Resource status; IA; Ordered, Arrived / Check-In, Appropriate assignments and reconciliation. Crew rotation. Name request. Working with Expanded to resolve problems.
- Situation Unit - ICS 209, SCOUT, Maps, Incident growth projection
- Demobilization - Release sequence / priority, Release / Reassignment
- TNSP - Qualifications / CICCS

Logistics
- Communications Unit - OASIS, HT Caches, Mobile Repeaters, Tech Specialists, Incident Dispatchers
- Supply Unit - Accountability and tracking with STEN, Assist with replacement of lost or damaged equipment
- Ground Support - Support mechanical demobilization of OES and LG Strike Teams; Coordinate repair costs OES vs. LG (if not incident related), Unintended consequences back home
- Ordering - How to order OES / LG resources, Name requests, Assist with streamlining Expanded

Safety
- Linkage to Line SOFRs, FEMT, FEMP, REM
- Assistance in resolving local government issues
- Linkage to LG involving injuries, transports
- Assisting with unintended consequences (serious accidents)

Overall Value Added Items
- Support vehicles (Regions 1, 2, 4, 5, 6)
- OASIS connectivity (dial tone, data)
- Mutual Aid / ICS forms for LG
- Two technicians
- Good coffee!